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PRR Technology Pvt. Ltd. was established in 2013out of a passion for

cutting-edge technology services.We began our journeyas a web design 

and development company in Dilsukhnagar, Hyderabad. Today, we 

have stretched out our services beyond web design and development 

and ventured into creating web apps, software, mobile apps, domains, 

hosting, digital marketing, social media management, and graphic 

designing too.

Our team of enthusiastic, energetic, and dynamic designers and 

developers work together to deliver the most powerful and innovative 

solutions. We are a team of fully devoted and well-experienced 

professionals who have never failed to provide an award-winning 

technology solution to our clients. We work neither to exceed the cost 

and effort nor to fall behind on the objectives. We are totally concerned 

about providing 100%project delivery in terms of time, cost, design, and 

performance.

We make every effort to provide the utmost technology solutions to every 

business and individual through creative and ingenious inputs and 

envision leading the global tech world through abstract service in 

optimizing online visibility and digitalization.

Our Vision @ PRR Technology Pvt. Ltd.

We envision to lead the global tech world through abstract service in

optimizing online visibility and digitalization of every single business:

start-up,SME or large enterprise.

Our Mission

PRR Technology Pvt. Ltd. strives to provide cutting-edge technology

solutions to your business and brand through creative and ingenious 

web design and development,software development,mobile app  

development, digital marketing, graphic designing and domain &
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Team



SERVICES WE DELIVER

With our matchless expertise and experience, we offer first-class products and 

services in all possible domains like banking, finance, manufacturing, 

ecommerce, education, healthcare, entertainment, travel & tour, automotive, 

logistics, telecommunication, and more. Our outstanding delivery of quality 

services and products has enabled us to stand out as one of the most reliable 

and credible tech companies. Some of our major services include:

Domain &  

Hosting

Software & System

Development

Search Engine 

Optimization (SEO)

Mobile 

Application

Email Services

Digital 

Marketing

Website Design 

& Development

Social Media & 

Website Management

“ WE DON’T JUST  

SELL

WEBSITES,
WE CREATE  

WEBSITES THAT

SELL. ”

PRR Technology Pvt. Ltd.



TECHNOLOGIES  WE
USE in PRR Technology 
Pvt. Ltd.

Illustrator Adobe XD Figma Photoshop

UI/UX

HTML5 CSS Sass JavaScript React JS Vue.JS

Frontend

Node.JS PHP Java WordpressPython Laravel

Backend

Database

MongoDB MySQL PostgreSQL Redis Elastic

Cloudbase

AWS Google Cloud Azure Docker SaltStack Jenkins

Android iOS Flutter React Native

Mobile

Selenium
CypressJMeter

Postman

QA



Maintenance and upgrade 

We have a separate team of  

expertswho provide reliable  

support for the maintenance and  

upgrade of our projects. The team  

works to avoid errors and  

breaches and ensure that the  

products are up-to-date with the 

latest technology and deliver  

effective and efficient output with 

excellent performance.

WORK METHODOLOGY- PRR Technology Pvt.

Ltd.
Analysis
Analysis is the first and most important  

step for any project.This process is initiated  

with discussion and a few queries to figure  

out the nature of the desired project and 

objectives. We too,analyze the design and  

functionality of the project that the client 

has visualized. Analysis helps in creating a 

basis for other work processes.

Design and Development 

As per the finalized strategy and  

plans, we proceed towards  

building the project.Our  

professional designers and 

developers use every possible  

technology to deliver 100%  

result.

Test and Deployment 

Following the design and  

development work,we  

undergo testing or  

observation from our side  

and then provide a demo  

copy to the client for the  

same purpose. This helps in  

figuring out any  

inaccuracies if present. After 

amending all the errors and  

weaknesses, if present,the  

deployment or delivery of  

the project is done.
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Strategy and planning
On the basis of requirements and  

objectives, a framework is derived and  

presented to the client.A detailed  

discussion is held to figure out if anything is 

to be added, improvised, or removed. Here 

we derive a final outline of design and  

functionality,develop strategy,and create  

work plans and schedules for mobilizing  

manpowerand resources.
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SOME RECENT PROJECTS
Nepal Traveller
www.nepaltraveller.com

Nepal Traveller Digital Publication is a  

production house that looks at 

promoting digital content in Nepal.  

We are the online publishers of  

Nepaltraveller.com a website that is  

dedicated to the promotion of  

tourism and Nepal as a destination.  

We work closely with the Nepal  

Tourism Board and all stakeholders in  

the industry to highlight and  

promote the best that is in Nepal for  

tourists to enjoyas well as outbound  

destinations for Nepali travellers.

Language Vision
www.languagevision.com

Language Vision is an independent  

language school established in 2004  

in Acton, West London.They provide  

affordable language tuition in a  

natural,modern, fast and enjoyable  

way.

They understand the power of  

language to enable our students to  

succeed and fulfil their potential.  

Their mission is to ensure that all our  

students improve their English  

language skills and develop a better  

understanding of other cultures.

Kangaroo Edu
www.kangarooedu.com

Kangaroo Education Foundation  

(KEF) is an innovative and  

specialist educational consultancy  

service provider. In service of 

students since 2007,we specialize  

in educational counseling,  

recruitment and enrollment at  

overseas universitiesand colleges  

for more than 14years.Adhering to  

the company’s policy of  

decentralization,KEF has now  

expanded to a total number of 10  

offices in Australia and Nepal.

Tiles Guru
www.tilesguru.com

Tiles guru is the fastest growing  

online tile retailer in the UK  

offering an unbeatable blend of  

quality,value, choice and service.

Digital Hisab
www.dhisab.com

The digital daybook is designed  

and developed to manage all  

things digitally. Objective of the  

system is to digitalize the financial  

records of the company.Which will  

help individuals of the company to  

manage the records and use them  

at everytime and from  

everywhere.

LogicaBeans
www.logicabeans.com

LogicaBeans Pvt.Ltd. initiated its  

functioning since August 192017and  

there is no looking back since then.This 

is the date we now celebrate everyyear  

as “Logica Day”. Our on-going growth 

with continuously expanding team of  

15+years of experience in the software  

and IT industry is a clear picture of our 

dedicated team and their effort.Today  

we are actively serving 300+clients in  

more than 15countries and we have  

been reaching all around the world with  

our headquarter in Kathmandu,Nepal.
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CONTACT

http://prrtechnology.com

Support
info@prrtechnology.com

Mobile : 91-8074305620

Business
info@prrtechnology.com

Mobile : 91-8074305620

Office Location
Dilsukhnagar, Hyderabad

Telangana, India


